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In November 2013 two mass burials were discovered unexpectedly on a construction site in

the city of Durham in north-east England. Over the next 2 years, a complex jigsaw of evidence

was pieced together by a team of archaeologists to establish the identity of the human

remains. Today we know them to be some of the Scottish prisoners who died in the autumn of

1650 in Durham cathedral and castle following the battle of Dunbar on the south-east coast of

Scotland. Fought between the English and the Scots, this was one of the key engagements of

the War of the Three Kingdoms.Using the latest techniques of skeleton science, this book

gives back to the men a voice through an understanding of their childhood and later lives,

tracing the story not only of the men who died through the course of research but also of those

who survived. Archaeological and historical evidence allows us to reconstruct with vivid

accuracy how and why these men vanished off the historical radar.Of the prisoners who

survived, about 150 were transported to the colonies. Following the trail of their biographies

takes us across the Atlantic to the frontiers of New England. An extensive genealogical

appendix traces what is known of the later lives of the Dunbar men, through extensive 17th

century records including wills, inventories and employment records, examined by their

modern-day descendants in collaboration with project historians. The names of just about all

the transported men have been established with varying degrees of accuracy and for each

there is an entry composed of surname and forenames, residences listed by state, date of first

known appearance in New England records, years of birth and death, based on evidence

contemporary with the man, together with notes on his later life, employment, family history

and decadency, sometimes down to the present day.Iron- and sawmill workers, farmers and

fishermen adapted to a new life in the vast forested landscapes. Some flourished, others did

not but none returned to the country of their birth. Lost Lives, New Voices continues a forgotten

narrative, interrupted for over 350 years, from a distant Scottish battlefield to the New England

of modern America.

"Anyone who has connections with these Dunbar prisoners, as well as the prisoners

transported on the John and Sara after the 1651 Battle of Worcester, or indeed, to any early

Scots in New England will find this book a rich source."Helen Schatvet Ullmann,

MASSOGCertainly, for anyone with known or possible Scots ancestry in New England this

book is a must read, but it is also of value to others wanting to understand life in New England.

This book combines archaeology, modern DNA studies, and documentary research, illustrating

life during the English Civil War, in the context of European and North Atlantic trade.Paul

Milner, Milner Genealogy“Truly impressive in scope, organization and presentation… an

extraordinary and nicely illustrated study of seminal scholarship that is enhanced with the

inclusion of forty-eight pages of Notes, a twenty-six page Bibliography, and a ten page

Index.”Midwest Book Review“This fascinating reconstruction of lost lives does indeed five new

voice to the potential of the human spirit to transcend hardship, war, and banishment

overseas.”Hexham Historical Society Newsletter“Overall it is a model of how to shape a report

with impeccable academic credentials, which at the same time is accessible and attractive,

integrating analysis with an always relevant contextual narrative. Rich with first-hand accounts

of extraordinary events and individuals this is a real rarity among archaeological reports: a

page-turner.”British Archaeology"This engrossing book will appeal to all who enjoy reading the



history of the civil war in mid-17th century Britain and/or Scottish social history; there is much

here for any family historians who believe their Scottish ancestors may have fough tin the

battles between Scotland and England... The book is a page-turner and is very successful in

presenting the past to us in colourful detail."Society of Genealogists"[Lost Lives, New Voices]

contains highly valuable and new information that historians of early modern Britain and

Ireland will find useful. Attractively produced, it should appeal to a cross-section of

professionals who work in the history and heritage sectors […] This book is a fresh and

valuable contribution to the literature on the English Republic: it provides a rare glimpse into

the lives of ordinary men whose fortunes were changed utterly on the 3 September

1650."Northern History --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorChris

Gerrard is Professor of Archaology in the Department of Archaeology at the University of

Durham. He holds a PhD from the University of Bristol and specializes in the archaeology of

the medieval period in Britain with particualr emphasis on artifacts, ceramic imports, disasters

and responses, rural settlement, and the western Atlantic seaboard.Pam Graves is a Senior

Lecturer in the Department of Archaeology at the University of Durham. Her research focuses

on urban archaeology and the development of a mercantile culture in Northern Europe,

religious practice and architecture in both the medieval and post-medieval periods.Andrew

Millard is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of Archaeology at the University of Durham. He

holds a DPhil from Oxford University. His research interests focus on the applications of

computers and statistics in archaeology, chemical and biochemical methods in archaeology,

and scientific dating techniquesRichard Annis is a Senior Archaeologist with Archaeological

Services, Department of Archaeology, University of Durham. He has extensive experience of

development- and management-related work including survey, excavation, and desk-based

projects. His specialist interests include the archaeology of buildings.Anwen Caffell is a

Teaching Fellow in the Department of Archaeology at the University of Durham. She is a

bioarchaeologist who specialises in human osteology with particular interests in the health of

past populations from all time periods and the impact of industrialisation and urbanisation on

health in the post-medieval period --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Ann, “A Gem of a Professionally Written Book. This book, Lost Lives, New Voices: Unlocking

the Stories of the Scottish Soldiers at the Battle of Dunbar 1650 is the story of the Scottish

soldiers at the Battle of Dunbar in 1650. It is a professionally well-written book about the

unearthed remains of the soldiers and what was found, some of it quite surprising. Since I had

ancestors who fought in this battle it was quite a "gem" for me to find.”

MollieDuke, “Great book!. I got this as an early purchase. I wanted to know more about this

story. The book is highly readable and the inserts make it better. The authors have taken a lot

of time with this research and filled in a lot of blanks. Solid story, solid research. Good for

historians, aficionados, and family historians alike.”

Summergirl, “Historically Significant for locating "transported" ancestors!. This book is a MUST

READ if you have Scottish immigrant ancestors who were transported to the "Colonies" as

prisoners of war and sold into indentured service as a result of the Battle of Dunbar. There are

also some videos based on the book on YouTube, prepared by the authors of the book/study

(University of Durham). VERY INTERESTING!”

SandiLee, “A scientific report that reads like a detailed novel!. Fantastic book, amazing

technology in uncovering the “real” archaeological story in the bones of newly discovered 1650

Scot (Battle of Dunbar) prisoners. Imagine some 360+ years that the scientists can say when

a mother stopped breast feeding an individual...,or that lack of dental hygiene gave modern

sleuths the fact the owner had grown up eating lots of kale and oats.”

Karjac, “Affordable and an interesting read!. I am interested in Genealogy and one of my

Ancestors was captured at the Battle of Dunbar and sent to America to work off his indenture.



It was interesting to find new info for my family history.”

Thomas W Frank, “Scholarly, detailed and informative.. I wanted to learn more about the Battle

of Dunbar and the archaeological findings at Durham Cathedral and this book did not

disappoint. I only wish it were hardcover.”

Kikimarie66, “Fascinating!. Very well written book, I can't put it down and that's saying a lot for

me with history.”

Raymond dusek, “a good research guide. its a good book if you are studying what happen after

the battle of dunbar”

mrs s newport, “The story continues.... Superb and very interesting account of what happened

to the Covenanting soldiers captured at Dunbar.”

The book by David Hatcher Childress has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 54 people have provided

feedback.
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